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Loudspeakers reduced to the maximum

Over the past 100 years we have learned to build loudspeakers in a
multitude of different ways. Despite all the progress, it still exists: the
sound transducer in its most original form.
At the beginning of electromechanical sound reproduction, the
question of two, three or four ways in loudspeaker construction
naturally did not arise. Of course, the electrodynamic converter began
as a universal construction that had to cover as large a part of the
acoustic spectrum as possible. The idea that large membranes can
reproduce low tones better and that small ones are more suitable for
high tones was born much later. However, for all the advantages that
the multi-way loudspeaker undoubtedly offers, the original full-range
converter has never completely disappeared from the scene.
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The heart of the Thivan Labs box is a rather unspectacular ten-inch driver

Stands made to match this speaker are available on request
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The idea of not having to break down the audio frequency range into
sections with electrical filters still has a special fascination to this day:
where there is no crossover, there cannot be any interference
either. Where only one membrane emits the sound, there can be no
problems with the addition of different sound sources. In short: it is the
appeal of the simple that has kept the full-range converter in play to this
day.
Over time, more or less exotic constructions have emerged, among
which the “Fullrange 10 Mark III” speaker from Vietnamese manufacturer
Thivan Labs, which is under discussion here, is undoubtedly one of the
more conventional ones.
Thivan Labs - right, they are the ones who have attracted attention in
recent years with a whole range of inexpensive tube amplifiers. In line
with this, however, the manufacturer has always offered large and highefficiency loudspeakers, of which the "Eros 9" in particular has achieved
a certain degree of familiarity with us. This is a pretty serious two-way
design with 15” bass and horn tweeter – just right for the in-house tube
gear. In addition to such large calibers, there is also an alternative: an
extremely reduced loudspeaker that should still be able to reproduce
great music. With a list price of currently 1600 euros for the pair, we are
in a pleasingly moderate price range. A solid pair of stands is essential
for operation.
There is rather little to tell about the speaker itself. It is a bulky type of
compact box, in which a ten-inch driver works. That runs completely
unconnected, that is to say: there are no correction elements that try to
correct any acoustic problems. This is pure full-range, which many
advocates of this speaker type consider to be the only legitimate mode
of operation.
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The ten-incher is in a neatly finished MDF case, the surface looks like
real wood veneer, but given the quality of the foils available today, I don't
want to put my hand in the fire. There are no optical frills, we are dealing
with a classic cuboid with straight edges. The driver is mounted on the
baffle from behind. In order to get to it, the rear panel of the case has to
be removable. Unfortunately, this is only the case in theory, because the
screws on the back only have a cosmetic function - the plate is firmly
glued to the case. If you want to get to the driver, you have to use a saw
- which we did with the consent of the sales department. For the - albeit
improbable - service case, this construction is of course unacceptable.
The effort brings to light a rather unspectacular loudspeaker chassis with
a simple sheet metal basket and ferrite drive. The white paper cone is
guided by a double textile bead, on the edge of the one and a half inch
voice coil there is a whirling cone, which is supposed to improve the
high-frequency reproduction. My confidence in the quality of the
construction initially had limits, but calmed down after the box had
completed its measurement technology pass: That's not bad at all. For
the relatively large ten-inch membrane, the amount of high-frequency
energy generated is even remarkable. There is such a thing as linearity,
distortion is low, efficiency is a pleasing 93.94 decibels - I'm pleasantly
surprised. The Thivans were allowed to sit on the solid stands to check
the sound. Who wants, can even fill the two center columns with sand,
which should then ensure complete immovability. Whether a speaker
and I become friends is usually decided in the first few seconds. This
one took even less time than usual and the answer is a resounding
"yes". There's a form of immediacy and directness that only works with
concepts like this, and the Fullrange 10 can do just that. And I haven't
even put on any particularly "wideband-friendly" music. I got my hands
on Bränna Tid, one of the many four-track albums by Swedish
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psychedelic specialists Kungens Män. The box immediately felt at home
with the Silvercore hybrid power amp equipped with ancient Klangfilm
tubes and shone with hypnotically precise timing, very fine dynamics and
a somewhat brittle tonality that fits perfectly with this music. It sounds
neither sweet nor round, it thrives on a vibrant liveliness, the record
almost seems to be spinning a bit too fast.
No, this isn't the best speaker I've heard in a long time. On the other
hand, objectively speaking, it simply lacks a bit of resolution in the highfrequency range, and the bass range isn't necessarily the most precise
I've ever heard. But that doesn't matter the moment someone hits a
snare. All the talk of unwanted memory effects in filter components
makes sense in a split second. It just sounds... real. This can only be
done so quickly and to the point with good tuning with horns, otherwise it
will be difficult. This festival of impulses becomes even more audible
when more appropriate music is played. Classic jazz, for example, as
Thelonious Monk and his quartet recorded it live with big band support in
the early 1960s. That has so much fire and attack, that it is a real
pleasure. And since I'm listening with a fairly new pair of these speakers
(one of the broken-in samples had to die for the interior photo), there's
definitely still a bit too much of a good thing in the presence
positions. That doesn't bother me at all with the wind instruments, but
with the piano I'm looking forward to the time when that has
subsided. You can compensate for this within limits by aligning the
loudspeakers almost parallel, but then you have to be careful that the
acoustic center doesn't break away. Otherwise, the Thivans can build a
wonderful stage on which everything happens in the best possible way,
the proportions are right and the illusion of the live performance is
excellent. And since I'm listening with a fairly new pair of these speakers
(one of the broken-in samples had to die for the interior photo), there's
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wonderful stage on which everything happens in the best possible way,
the proportions are right and the illusion of the live performance is
excellent.
You either love constructions of this kind or turn away, shaking your
head. It also depends on what kind of music you like to
consume. Typical audiophiles such as the latest London Grammar
album "Californian Soil" are definitely not for everyone over this
speaker. He masters the orchestral parts, even the synthetic beats,
surprisingly convincingly, the singing voice clearly loses its ethereal
beauty, there's no denying that. But - that may change if the Thivan has
a few more hours on the clock. Until then, I'm looking forward to her
outstandingly direct speech and to finding music with which she
unabashedly punches me off the sofa.

Conclusion
Wow - that's going forward! Thivan's full-range converter plays extremely
directly, dynamically and with a lot of attack. There is more than enough
bass and treble, only fans of emphatically sweet reproduction have to
bring a bit of tolerance with them.
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